Greetings:

The next Library Council meeting is scheduled for Thursday May 14, from 9am - 12noon, in the DIRC (14N-132).

_Note that we will begin at 9am!_

Agenda as follows:

I. Introduction: Designing a New Organizational Model [10 minutes] - Brian McDonald

II. Key Factors Informing Organizational Redesign [20 minutes]
   A. New Strategic Directions - Brian
   B. Current Fiscal Situation - Ann Wolpert
   C. Client Voice - Steve Gass

III. Three Service Model Scenarios and Their High Level Organizational Alignments [60 minutes] - Brian, Steve, and Diane Geraci

BREAK [15 minutes]

IV. Report Out and Discussion from Three Scenario Groups [60 minutes]

V. Outline Next Steps [15 minutes] - Brian, Steve, and Diane

Please let me know if there are any questions, and thanks,

Becky

--

Rebecca Bisbee
Assistant to the Director
MIT Libraries
bisbee@mit.edu
617-253-6014
http://libraries.mit.edu